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HARERA
GURUGRAM Complaint No. 3656 of 2027

obligations, responsibilities and functions to the allottee as per the

agreement for sale executed inter se them.

Since, the buyer's agreement has been executed on 29.04.2013 i.e.

prior to the commencement of the Act ibid, therefore, the penal

proceedings cannot be initiated retrospectively. Hence, the authority

has decided to treat the presen! gomplaint as an application lbr non-

2.

compliance of statu

promoter/respondent in te
.,t|,tv,

tion on part of the

n 3a(fl of the Act ibid.

A.

3.

S. No. Heads qd',IX
1. Sector 102, Gurugram,

2.

3. NatureofthQgp&"Jf<Ufu1
4. DTCP license no. and validity

status
75 of 20\2 dated 37.07.20L2

Valid/renewed up to 30.02.2020

5. Name of licensee Kamdhenu Projects Pvt. Ltd. and another C/c
Emaar MGF Land Ltd.

6. HRERA registered/ not registered Registered vide no. 36(a) of ZOLT dated
OS.l2.2Ol7 for 95829.92 sq.mtrs.

HREM registration valid up to 3t.L2.20L8

HREM extension of 01 0f 2019 dated 02.08.2019

Page2 of37
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HARERA
GURUGRAM Complaint No. 3656 of 20Zt

registration vide no.

Extension valid up to 3L.L2.20L9

7. 0ccupation certificate granted
on

L6.07.20L9

[annexure R7, page L23 of reply]
8. Allotment letter dated 27.07.20L3

[annexure P1, page 34 of complaint]
9" Unit no, GGN-24-04 02, 4tt, fl oor, building no. 24

[annexure P2,page 48 of complaint]
10. sq.ft.

48 of complaintl
LT

2,page 45 of complaintl
L2

13. Rs. 1,26,66 ,959,1-

L4

15 21.06.'t0L:li

L6 Due date of"
possession (aJ

of the said 36
months from the date of start of
construction (2t.06.20L3) +
grace period of 5 months, for
applying and obtaining
completion certificate/
occupation certificate in respect
of the unit and/or the project.

[Page 6t of complaint]

[Note: Grace period is not included]
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GURUGRAM

Facts of the compla'in[

Complaint No. 3656 of 202L

B.

4.

o 012, the respondent

v o iate approached the

complainants
q;rrn#r

proposed of**ls the complainants

had a m #t the respondent

expl6ined t ghe amenities of the

proj0ct like Joggers Park, Joggers Trach rose garden, 2 swfimming

pool, amphitheater and many more. Relying on these details, the

complainants enquired about the availability of flat on 4th floor in

tower 24 which was a unit consisting area of 16s0 sq. ft, It was

assufed to the complainants that the respondent has already

L7. Date of offer of possession to
the complainants

79.07.20t9

[annexure R10, page 130 of reply]
18. Unit handover dated 23.09.20L9

[annexure R11, page 139 of reply]
L9. Conveyance deed executed on 02.L2.20t9

[annexure R12, page L4t of reply]
20. Delay in handing over

possession w.e.f. 2L.06.2016 till
L9.09.20t9 i.e. date of handing
over of possession

3 years 2 months 29 days

2t. Delay compensation
paid by the respondent
of the buyer's agreemel
statement of account
3t.08.202L at
complaint
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processed the file for all the necessary sanctions and approvals

from the appropriate and concerned authorities for the

development and completion of said project on time with the

promised quality and specification. The respondent had also

shown the brochures and advertisement material of the said

project to them and assured that the allotment letter and builder

within one weet of UUi e complainants, relying upon

ll

arbitrary, un-ilateral arf'd discriminalgry,in nature because every- 1. .ri, il. , -., '

clause was drafted in a one-sided way and a single breach of

unilateral terms of provisional allotment letter by complainants,

will cost them forfeiture af LSo/o of total consideration value of

unit. Respondent exceptionally increased the net consideration

value of flat by adding EDC, IDC and PLC and when complainants

opposed the unfair trade practices of respondent, they were

Page 5 of37
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informed that EDC, IDC and PLC are just the government levies,

and they are as per the standard rules of government. Furlier, the

delay payment charges will be imposed @ 24o/o which is standard

rule of company and company will also compensate at thr: rate of

Rs. 7.50/- per sq. ft. per month in case of delay in possession of

flat by company. Complain::,,r opposed these illegal, ailritrary,

. 

qrms of provisional allotment

on left with them because if they

stop the furthe.4+, ilments then in that case,

lll
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possession of said flat within the agreed time frame of the buyer,s

agreement.

iv. That from the date of booking2z.o1.z012 and till 19.07.2019, the

respondent had raised various demands for payment of

installments towards sale consideration of the said flat and the

complainants have duly paid and satisfied all those demands as

agreed in the flat buyer'i
1.;i

t without any default or delay

herwise fulfilled their part of

uyer's agreement. The

V.

for joggers park facing of Rsi3,3 0 ,000 f : and PLC for central greens
,., ., I ,1, : *: ;,_,r " 

- "X, ,

of Rs.4,95,000/-) exclusive of service tax and GST. But later at the

time of possession, the respondent has increased sale

consideration to Rs.1,17,56,826/- without any reason for the

same and the respondent also charged IFMS of Rs.B2 ,SOO /-
separately whereas IFMS charges were already included in sale

consideration. That way the respondent charges IFMS twice from

PageT of37
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the residents. The respondent increased the sale consideration by

Rs.1,12,576/- without any reason which is illegal, arbitrary and

unfair trade practice.

vi. That as per the statement dated 3t.08.2027, issued by the

respondent, the complainants have already paid Rs.1,22,50,I05/-

towards tota[ sale consideration and applicable taxes as

demanded by the res time to time and now nothing

is pending to be paid o complainants.

under the buyer's agredrnent and respondent also demeurded a

lien marked FD of Rs.2,72,239/- on pretext of future liability

against HVAT which are also unfair trade practice. The

respondent demanded Rs. 4,40,960f - towards e-stamp duty and

Rs.45,000 f - towards registration charges of above said unit in

addition to final demand raised by respondent along with offer of

Page 8 of37
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possession. The respondent gave physical handover of aforesaid

property on 2 3.09 .2079.

viii. That after taking possession of flat on o4.og.zo'1,9, the

complainants also identified some major structural changes

which were done by respondent in project in comparison to

features of project narrated to them on 27.08.201,2 at the office of

I park was told 8 acres but in

ed to 8 acres; respondent-built

ix.

the agreed tim-elines as agreed in the buyer's agreement and
'_ _"r, ,l . '.,,2 ,r..., \__.._*". ... : i.. 

,

otherwise. That on 19.07.201,9, there has been total delay of 3

years. The cause of action accrued in the favour of the

complainants and against the respondent on27.08.2072 when the

said flat was booked by the complainants, and it further arose

when respondent failed/neglected to deliver the said flat on

Page 9 of37
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proposed delivery date. The cause of action is continuing and is

still subsisting on day-to-day basis.

Relief sought by the complainants

The complainants are seeking the following relief:

i. Direct the respondent to pay interest at the rate of 18% on

account of delay in offering possession on the amount paid by the

of 'Central Park' of

understanOrp,^M of the buyer,s

agreement dKte& f the Act are not

retrospectiv {,1 }A_4. 
Act cannot undo or

modiff the terms of an agreement duly executed prior to coming

into effect of the Act. It is further submitted that merely because

the Act applies to ongoing projects which are registered with the

authority, the Act cannot be said to be operating retrospectively.

The provisions of the Act relied upon by the complainants for
seeking interest cannot be called in to aid in derogation and

5.

D.

Page 10 of37
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and ignorance of the provisions of the buyer's agreement. It is
further submitted that the interest for the alleged delay

demanded by the complainants is beyond the scope of the buyer's

agreement. The complainants cannot demand any interest or

compensation beyond the".l:jms and conditions incorporated in

the buyer's agreemen

ll That the complainants pplication form applied to the

respondent for a unit in the project. The

complainan

an indepen

n form, were allotted

402, located on the

fourth floor nal allotment letter

dated 27.0 usly and willfully

opted for a remittance of the sale

d further represented to

ry installment on time as

Complaint No. 3656 of 2021

ignorance of the provisions of the buyer's agreement. The interest

is compensatory in nature and cannot be granted in derogation

nrt every installment on time as

t had no reason to

proceeded to allot

s agreement was

suspect the

the said uni

executed between the complainants and

29.04.201,3.

iii. That the complainants were irregular in payment of instalments.

The respondent was constrained to issue reminders and letters to

the complainants requesting them to make payment of demanded

amounts. Various payment request letters, reminders etc, were

the respondent on

Page 11 of37



Complaint No. 3656 of 2021,

sent to the complainants by the respondent clearly mentioning

the amount that was outstanding and the due date for rernittance

of the respective amounts as per the schedule of payments,

requesting them to timely discharge their outstanding financial

liability but to no avail. Statement of account dated 16.09.zoz1, as

maintained by the respondent in due course of its business

depicts delay in remittance of various payments by the

complainants.

iv. That the complai sly and maliciously chose to

ignore the paym reminders issued by the

respondent

instalments

y payments of the

and an indispensable

requi Furthermore, when

the propo ts as per schedule

on the operationsagreed upon,

and the cost of the project increases

and wilfully ts. [t is submitted

that the I allottees earnestly

fulfilled its obligations u^rder the buyer's agreement and

completed the project as expeditiously as possible in the farcts and

circumstances of the case. Therefore, there is no equity in favour

of the complainants.

v. That clause 1a(b)(v) of the buyer's agreement provides thert in the

event of any default or delay in payment of instalments as per the

exponentially and fu rmous business losses to the

respondent. ore all these aspects

Page 12 of37



Complaint No. 3656 of Z\ZL

schedule of payments incorporated in the buyer,s agreement, the

time for delivery of possession shail arso stand extended. clause

1'6 of the buyer's agreement further provides that compensation

for any delay in delivery of possession shall only be given to such

vi.

rndent to surrender

filing of the present

of law.

ulters in the projec! the

respondent itself infu

developed t
occupation +!,a4.2 upation certificate was

,.' fl
thereafter i f offie ent vide memo bearing

no. zP-835 /AD(RA)/2 0 78 /t6gL6 dated 1,6.0r .zoLg. rt is

pertinent to note that once an application for grant of occupation

certificate is submitted for approval in the office of the concerned

statutory authority, the respondent ceases to have any control

over the same. The grant of sanction of the occupation certificate

is the prerogative of the concerned statutory authority over

Page 13 of37

allottees who are not in default of their obligations envisaged

under the agreement and who have not defaulted in payment of

plan incorporated in the

agreement. It is su complainants had defaulted in

timely remittance of ments and hence the date of
delivery option is ine in the matter sought to

be done by th nants are conscious and

aware of th present complaint

to harass

to his illegal

complaint is

That despite



wn{ ili Complaint No. 3655 of 2021

which the respondent cannot exercise any influence. As far as the

respondent is concerned, it has diligently and sincerely pursued

the matter with the concerned statutory authority for obtaining of

the occupation certificate. No fault or lapse can be attributed to

the respondent in the facts and circumstances of the case.

Therefore, the time period utilised by the statutory authority to

grant occupation certificate to the respondent is necessarily

required to be exclu putation of the time period

utilised for impl opment of the project.

vii. That the constructtg.-$, Qfit[q;, pqoject/allotted unit in question

mention that the ,.rpord!r,t na,i applied for extension of the

registration tion certificate was

the project, the registration of the same has not been extended

thereafter.

viii. That the complainants were offered possession of the unit in
question through letter of offer of possession dated L9.A0.2079.

The complainants were called upon to remit balance prayment

including delayed payment charges and to complete the

Page 14 of37



on account of default

schedule of payment i

completing

However, th

just and fai

respondent wi

ix. That the complainants

necessary formalities/documentation necessary for handover of
the unit in question to the complainants. However, the

complainants approached the respondent with request for
payment of compensation for the alleged delay in utter disregard

of the terms and conditions of the buyer's agreement. The

respondent explained to rhe complainants that they are not

entitled to any compensatio_n in terms of the buyer's agreement

ttance of instalments as per

respondent ear

in the buyer's agreement. The

complainants to obtain

possession of requested them to

execute a unit in question after

ivery of possession.

to the legitimate,

and threatened the

litigation.

to the legitimate, just

respondent

respondent

needlessly instigated by the complainants proceeded to credit an

amount of Rs.4,17 ,02L/- to the account of the comptrainants in full

and final satisfaction of the alleged grievances. Moreover, it is
pertinent to mention that the respondent has also credited a sum

of Rs. 96,00L/- as benefit on account of anti.profiting and

Rs.8,360/- for early payment rebate. Without prejudice to the

Page 15 of37
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ffi GURUGRAM Complaint No. 3555 of 202t

rights of the respondent, delayed interest if any has to calculated

only on the amounts deposited by the allottees/complainants

towards the basic principle amount of the unit in question and not

on any amount credited by the respondent, or any payment made

by the allottees/complainants towards delayed payment charges

or any taxes/statutory payments etc.

That after receipt of th resaid amount, the complainants

approached the uesting it to deliver the

possession of the unit n. A unit handover letter dated

23.09.20L9 lainants, specifically and

expressly nd obligations of the

respondent

agreement

distorted

impression

commitments.

of the complainants

letter or the buyer's

ts have intentionally

to generate an

reneged from its

sen or subsists in favour

rosecute the instant

ent.

the instant

complaint o s grounds in order to

needlessly

xi. That after execution of the unit handover letter dated 23.09.201,9

and obtaining of possession of the unit in question, the

complainants are left with no right, entitlement or claim against

the respondent. [t needs to be highlighted that the complainants

have further executed a conveyance deed dated 0z.rz.zo19 in

respect of the unit in question. The transaction between the

Page 16 of37
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complainants and the respondent stands concluded and no right
or liability can be asserted by the respondent or the complainants

against the other. It is pertinent to take into reckoning that the

complainants had obtained possession of the unit in question and

has executed conveyance deed in respect thereof after receipt of
the amount of compensation for delay in possession from the
respondent. The instant com,plaint is a gross misuse of process of
law.

xii. That several allottees, i e complainants, have defaulted

allments which was an

Pl. requirement for

project in question.

default in their
payments ilure has a cascading

effect on the execution of the

project i

submitted that the construction of the tower in which the unit in

question is situated is complete and the respondent has already

offered possession of the unit in question to the complainants.

Therefore, there is no default or lapse on the part of the

respondent and there in no equity in favour of the complainants.

lt is evident from the entire sequence of events, that no illegality

in timely

essential,

project increas eTeas enormous business

losses befall u The respondent, despite

default of s d earrirestly pursued

the develop and hhs constructed

the project as (ossible. It is

and development

Page 17 of37
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E. I
7.

by

of

terri

9. Section

respo

iit

HARE

can

the

District

present

area of

that the present complaint deserves to be dismissed at

threshold.

of the authority

The observed that it has territorial as well as subject matter

juri to adjudicate mplaint for the reasons given

below.

E.I T ri

As per ficatio 74.72.2017 issued

Town Coun the jurisdiction

Real be entire Gurugram

Complaint No. 3656 of 2021

attributed to the respondent. The allegations levelled by

are totally baseless. Thus, it is most respectfully

all in Gurugram. [n the

e, the p within the planning

thority has complete

laint.

1(a)(a) of the Act provides that the promoter s;hall be

le to the allottee as per agreement for sale. Section 1.1( )(a)

Page 18 of37
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(a) be responsible for all obligations, responsibilities and
functions under the provisions of this Act or the rules and
regulations made thereunder or to the allottees as per the
agreement for sale, or to the association of allottees, as the
case may be, till the conveyance of oll the apartments, plots or
buildings, as the case may be, to the allottees, or the common
areas to the association of allottees or the competent
authority, as the case may be;

Section 34-Functions of the Authorigt:

34(f) of the Act provides to ensure compliance of the obligations casr
upon the promoters, the a the real estate agents under this Act
and the rules and

10. So, in view of the provisio

complete jurisdiction complaint regarding non-

compliance of obli r provisions of section

Lt(4)[a) of the hich is to be decided

by the adjudica

stage.

plainants at a later

F. Findings on the o

Complaint No. 3656 of 202L

of authority w.r.t. buyer's
Act andforce of the

nature

F.I Obiection
agreement
provisions

1'7. The respondent raise$ an qbjeg ns of the Act are

not retrospective in ndture ancl Act cannot undo

or modi$r the terms of an agreement duly executed prior to coming

into force of the Act. The authority is of the view that the Act nowhere

provides, nor can be so construed, that all previous agreements will be

re-written after coming into force of the Act. Therefore, the provisions

of the Act, rules and agreement have to be read and interpreted

Page 19 of37
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harmoniously. However, if the Act has provided for dealing with

certain specific provisions/ situation in a specific/particular rnanner,

then that situation will be dealt with in accordance with the .Act and

the rules after the date of coming into force of the Act and the rules.

Numerous provisions of the Act save the provisions of the agrelements

made between the buyers and sellers. The said contention has been

upheld in the landmark j Realtors Suburban

Prtt" Ltd. Vs. UOI and '37 of 2077) which provides as

under:

" LL9. in handing over the
mentioned in the

and the allottee
prior to provisions of REiRA,

the of completion of
project The RERA does not
con
the
We have provisions of the RliM
are not to some extent be hav,ing

but tfien on that ground the
be challenged. The

law having
be even framed to

affect the partie's in
the doubt in our mind
that the RERA has been framed in the larger public interest afier a
thorough study and discussion made ot the highest level by the
Standing Committee and Select Committee, which submitted its
detailed reports."

e flat purchaser ,and

1,2. Also, in appeal no. 173 of 2079 titled as Nlagic Eye Developer pvL Ltd,

vs. Ishwer singh Dahiya, in order dated L7.L2.2019 the Haryana Real

Estate Appellate Tribunal has observed-

Page 20 of37



Thus, keeping in view our aforesaid discussion,
considered opinion that the provisions of the
retroactive to some extent in operation and

comoletion. Hence in case of delay in the offer, 'delivery of
for

charges on the reasonable rate ofinterest as provided
possession
Rule 15 of

the rules and one sided, unfair and rate of
compensation mentioned in the ogreement for sale is
ignored."

The agreements are except for the provisions

which have been abrogated itself. Further, it is noted that

thr: builder-buyer uted in the manner that

there is no scope te any of the clauses

contained the the view that the

charges payable payable as per the

agreed terms

condition that the sa

approved by th tent authorities and

are not in con regulations made

are of the
are quasi

possession as per the terms and conditions of the
sale the allottee shall be entitled to the interest/delt

to be

13.

t4.

thereunder and {qftj ffi t in nfrure.

F.II obiection regarding exclusion of time taken by the competent
authority in processing the application and issuance of
occupation certificate

As far as contention of the respondent with respect to the exclusion of

time taken by the competent authority in processing the application

and issuance of occupation certificate is concerned, the authority

Page2L of37
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observed that the respondent had applied

certificate on LL.02.2019 and thereafter

application is no applilatibn in the eyes of law. ,l

15. The application for issuance of occupancy certificate shall be moved in

the prescribed forms and accompanied by the documents mentioned

in sub-code 4.10.1 of the Haryana Building Code, 20L7. As per sub-

code 4.10.4 of the said Code, after receipt of application for grant of

occupation certificate, the competent authority shall communicate in

Complaint No. 3556 of 2027

grant of occupation

memo no. ZP-835-

for

vide

AD[RA)/20L8/16816 dated L6.07.2019, the occupation certificate has

been granted by the competent authority under the prevailing law.

The authority cannot be a silent spectator to the deficiency, in the

application submitted by the p;omoter for issuance of occupancy

certificate. It is evident occupation certificate dated

t6.07.2019 that an incom on for grant of OC was applied

Page 22 of 37
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writing within 60 days, its decision for grant/ refusal of such

permission for occupation of the building in Form BR-vll. In the

present case, the respondent has completed its application for

occupation certificate only on L9.06.2079 and consequently the

collcerned authority has granted occupation certificate on 16.07.201,9.

Therefore, in view of the deficiency in the said application dated
:'ii-l'1

7t,,02.2019 and aforesaid delay in granting occupation

certificate can be attributed statutory authority.

F.III Whether signi
undertaking
allottee to

possession of theThe respondent

subject flat

complainants

regard to the meas oh, developments et

ge that they do not

t the respondent and

L6,

rd 23.09.20L9, the

fully satisfied with

the respondent as enumerated in the allotment letter/buyer's

agreement, stand fully satisfied. The relevant para of the unit handover

letter relied upon reads as undei:

"The Allottee, hereby, certifies thot he / she has taken over the peaceful
and vacant physical possession of the aforesaid Unit after fully satisfying
himself / herself with regard to i* measurements, location, dimension
and development etc. and hereafter the Allottee has no claim of any

Page23 of37
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nature whatsoever against the Company with regard to the size,
dimension, orea,location and legal status of the aforesoid Home.

Upon acceptance of possession, the liabilities and obligations of the
Company as enumerated in the allotment letter/Agreement executed in
favour of the Allottee stand satisfied."

17. In the complaint bearing no. 4037 of 2079 titled as Varun Gupta V/s

Emaar NIGF Land Ltd., the authority has comprehensively dealt with

this issue and has held that the aforesaid unit handover letter does not

preclude the complainants ng their right to claint delay

possession charges as per ions of the Act. In light of the

aforesaid order, the to delay possession

ng of indemnity at thecharges as per p

time of possessi

F.IV Whether extinguishes the
right of the charges

The respondent nts have executed the

conveyance deed erefore, the transaction

between the c

and no right

have been concluded

respondent or the

18.

estopped from claiming any interest in the facts and circumsternces of

the case. The present complaini is nothing but a gross misuse of

process of law.

19. In the complaint bearing no.4037 of 2079 titled as Varun Gupta V/s

Emaar fuIGF Land Ltd,, the authority has comprehensively dealt with

Page24 of37
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view has been upheld by

Wg. Cdr. Arifur Rahman

Southern Homes

Ltd.) and Ors. (

the relevant

"34 The

these
appellants bmi
into a pa
offer the flat
execute conveya

Complaint No. 3656 of 202L

this issue and has held that taking over the possession and thereafter

execution of the conveyance deed can best be termed as respondent

having discharged its liabilities as per the buyer's agreement and upon

taking possession, and/or executing conveyance deed, the

complainants never gave up their statutory right to seek delayed

possession charges as per the provisions of the said Act. Also, the same

"Supreme Court in case titled as

Sultana and Ors. Vs. DLF

1019) dated 24.08.2020,
''li,n \:

nications. Though
the developer, the
aberrations but fit

that it was willing to
ir flats and the right to

reserving their claim for
', the tenor of the
'uting the Deeds of
t no form of protest

title in the meantime) or to forsake the claims in order to perfect
their title to the flats for which they had paid valuable
consideration. In this backdrop, the simple question which we need
to address is whether a flat buyer who seeks to espouse a claim
against the developer for delayed possession can as a consequence
of doing so be compelled to defer the right to obtain a conveyance to
perfect their title. lt would, in our view, be manifestly unreosonable
to expect that in order to pursue a claim for compensation for
delayed handing over of possession, the purchaser must indefinitely
defer obtaining o conveyance of the premises purchased or, if they
seek to obtain a Deed of Conveyance to forsake the right to claim

Page 25 of37
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execution

precluded

compensation. This basicolly is a position which the NCDRC has
espoused. We cannot countenance that view.

35. The flat purchasers invested hard earned money. It rs only
reasonable to presume thot the next logical step is for the purchoser
to perfect the title to the premises which have been allotted under
the terms of the ABA. But the submission of the developer is that the
purchaser forsakes the remedy before the consumer forum by
seeking a Deed of conveyance. To accept such a construction would
Iead to an absurd consequence of requiring the purchaser either to
abandon a just claim as a condition for obtaining the conveyance or
to indefinitely delay the execution of the Deed of conveyance

Complaint No. 3656 ctf 202L

'ble Apex Court in the Wg.

holds that even after

cannot be

20.

G.

27. Relief sought respondent to pay

said flat from the date of payment till the date of delivery of

possession.

22. In the present complaint, the complainants intend to continue with the

project and are seeking delay possession charges as providecl under

on

(supra) and the law laid ds,

Cdr. Arifur
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the proviso to section 18(1) of the Act. Sec. 1Bt1) proviso reads as

under.

"Section 7B: - Return of amount and compensation

18(1-). If the promoter fails to complete or is unoble to give possession of
an apartmenl plol or building, -.

Provided that where an allottee does not intend to withdraw from
the projecl he shall be paid_, by the promoter, interest for every
month of delay, till ofthe possession, at such rate
as may be

23. Clause La@) of the ent provides time period for

handing over the reproduced below:

ffiHARERA
ffi e-unuonnrrr

'74,

(a) Time of

Company
(rhiruy Six)
subject to timely

majeure conditions,
all the terms and

defoult under any of
ce with all provisions,
by the Company. The
of the Unit within 36

of start of construction,
provisions of the Agreement by
I u,gdersfunds that the Company

shall be for applying

in
certificate
supplied)

24. At the outset, it is et possession clause

of the agreement wherein the possession has been subjected to all

kinds of terms and conditions of this agreement, and the complainants

not being in default under any provisions of this agreement and

compliance with all provisions, formalities and documentation as

prescribed by the promoter. The drafting of this clause and

Subject
and
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25.

Compf aint No. 3656 ctf 2021,

incorporation of such conditions are not only vague and uncertain but

so heavily loaded in favour of the promoter and against the allottee

that even a single default by the allottee in fulfilling formalities and

documentations etc. as prescribed by the promoter may make the

possession clause irrelevant for the purpose of allottee and the

commitment time period for handing over possession loses its

meaning. The incorporatio se in the buyer's agreement by

the promoter is just to ev ility towards timely delivery of

subject unit and to heir right accruing after
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concerned authority for obtaining completion / occupation

certificate within the time limit [36 months) p by the

promoter in the buyer's agreement. The promoter moved the

LL.02.20L9

law one cannot be allowed to take advantage of own wrong.

Accordingly, the benefit of of 5 months be allowed

to the promoter at this re, the due date of handing over

possession of the sub 2L.06.20L

26. Admissibility of rate of

interest: The on charges at

'l,Bo/o rate of in 18 provides that

where an al from the project, he

shall be paid, by the every month of delay, till

Rule 75. Prescribed rate of interest- [Proviso to section 72, section
78 and sub-section (4) and subsection (7) of section l9l
(1) For the purpose of proviso to section 72; section 78; and sub-

sections (4) and (7) ol section 79, the "interest at the rate
prescribed" shall be the State Bank of India highest marginal cost

application for issuance of occupation certificate only

when the period of 36 months has already expired. As r the settled

3656 of 202L

of lending rate +2%0;

Provided that in case the State Bank of India marginal cost of
lending rate (MCLR) is not in use, it shall be replaced by such
benchmark lending rates which the State Bank of India may fix
frnrn fitno fn fitno fnr londinn fn fho nonornl nrthlitfrom time to time for lending to the general public.
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The legislature in its wisdom in the subordinate legislation under rule

15 of the rules has determined the prescribed rate of interest. 'Ihe rate

of interest so determined by the legislature, is reasonable and if the

said rule is followed to award the interest, it wrtll ensure uniform

practice in all the cases.

Taking the case from another 
1:.g1., 

the complainernts-allottees were
,i:

Rs.7.50/- per sq. ft. per monffi per area as per clause 16 of the

28.

safeguard ttre inter , may be the allottee or

e to be balanced and must be

This authority is duty bound to take into consideraliion the legislative

intent i.e., to protect the interest of the consumers/allottees in the real

estate sector. The clauses of the buyer's agreement entered into

between the parties are one-sided, unfair and unreasonablle with

respect to the grant of interest for delayed possession. There are

various other clauses in the buyer's agreement which give sweeping
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powers to the promoter to cancel the allotment and forfeit the amount

paid. Thus, thre terms and conditions of the buyer's agreement are ex-

facie one-sided, unfair and unreasonable, and the same shall constitute

the unfair trade practice on the part of the promoter. These types of

dis;criminatory terms and conditions of the buyer's agreement will not

be final and binding.

29. Consequently; as per

https://sbi.co.in, the ma

r:the State Bank of India i.e.,

lending rate (in short, MCLR) as

30.

the rate of int be liable to pay the

allottee, in case reproduced below:

"(za) "interest by the promoter or
the allottee, as
Explanation. -For the purpose of this clause-
O the rate of interest chargeable from the allottee by thp promoter,

in case of defaull shall be equal to the rate of interest which the
promoter shall be liable to pay the allottee, in case of dpfault;

(i0 the interest payable by the promoter to the allottee sllall be from
the date the promoter received the amount or any parf thereof till
the date the amount or part thereof and interest thereon is
refunded, and the interest payable by the allottee to the promoter
shall be from the date the allottee defaul* in payment to the
promoter till the date it is paid;"
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Therefore, interest on the delay payments from the complainants shall

be charged at the prescribed rate i.e., 9.30o/o by, the respondent/

promoter which is the same as is being granted to the complainants in

case ofdelay possession charges.

on consideration of the documents available on reco,rd and

submissions made by the paLt"j"ry 
-regarding 

contravention as per

tisfied that the respondent is in

of the Act by not handing over

31.

32.
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23,09.2019 a:nd subsequently, the conveyance deed was executed on

02,t2.2019. 'lt'he authority in complaint bearing no. 4037 of 2019

titled as varun Gupta V/s Emaar NIGF Land Ltd.has comprehensively

decided that the execution of cbnveyance deed/unit handover letter

between the parties does not waive/extinguish the allottees/

complainants right to delay possession charges under section 1B(1) of

the Act. The authority is oQ

the part of the respondent

.q,red view that there is delay on

ical possession of the subject

unit to the complai conditi

11[a)(a) read

re$pondent is

n.\{ s L l*

the due date of handing over possession as per the buyer's agreement

i.e.,2L.06.201,6 till L9.09.2019 i.e. expiry of 2 months from the date of

offer of possession (19.07.20L9) as per provisions of section 1B(1) of

the Act read vrith rule 15 of the rules.
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34. Also, the amount of Rs.4,17,027/- (as per statemerrt of accourrt dated

31.08.2021) so paid by the respondent to the conrplainants 1[owards

compensation for delay in handing over possession shall be adjusted

towards the delay possession charges to be paid by the respondent in

terms of proviso to section 18(1J of the Act.

G.II Preferential location charges

35. Relief sought by the com irect the resrpondent to refund

HARERA
P* GURUGRAM

PLC of 'Central Park' of

35. The counsel for the

37.

Complaint No. 3656 of 202t

ected from complainants.
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adjusted in
39. On the last clate o

appointed with

and the local

relevant portion

"7, CONCL

The site o.f project
Emaar MGF Land

Complaint No. 3656 of 2021

local co4nmission was

al location of the unit

on 15.02 .2022.The

being developed by M/s
Gurugram has been inspected

for Rs.3,30,000/' and if the Allottee opts for any such llnil the pLC

for the same shall be included in the Totar consideration payable
by the Allottee as set out in clause 1.2(a)(i) above for the said
Unit.

(i0 The Allottee understands that if due to change in layout plan, the
loctttion of any Ilnit, whether preferentially located or otherwise
is changed to any other preferential location, where the pLC are
hig,her than the rate as mentioned hereinabove, then in such a
case the Allottee shall be liable to pay the pLC as per the revised
PLC decided by the Company within thirty (30) days of any such
contmunication received by the Allottee in this regard. However,
iJ d'ue to the change Iayout plan the Unit ceases to be
prqferentially an event the Company shall be
IiaL,le to refund of PLC paid by the Allottee
wit,hout any and/or damages
ano!/or costs of o and such refund shall be

the Unit."

compla, the community
and the centrolbuilding

green area of the project. Therefore, the complainant unit is not
prefere'ntially located for central green facing for which PLC has
been charged by the promoter.

The photographs captured from the complainant unit's balcony are
attached herewith which cleorly shows the obstructed view of central
green urea by the community building.
The photographs of central green area and view of central green
area fiom other random unit being preferentially located is also
captured and attached herewith for reference pleese."

3.
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40. In the present complaint, the unit no. 402 is located in tower 2zt. As per

report of Local Commission, the view of central green fi'om the

balcony of unit is obstructed by the community building and the

complainants' unit is not preferentially located for central green facing

for which PLC has been charged by the promoter.

47. Therefore, as the unit in question has ceased to be preferentially

located, the respondent

Rs.4,95,0 00 / - so collected

to returnr the amount of

"Centra Greens".

H.

42.
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Also, the amount of Rs. 4,17,021/- so paid by

towards compensation for delay in handing over

be adjusted towards the delay possession

the respondent in terms of proviso to section 1B(1)

iii. The respondent is directed to return the amount

so collected towards pLC "Centra Greens,, as the

to be preferentially

iv. The respondent

which is not

also not

comp

of the

Court in

L4.L2.20"20.

tL3. Cornplaint stands disposed of.

44. Fik: be consigned to regisl;ry.

Member
Haryana Real Estate Regulatory Authority, Gu

Dated: L8.02J1fi22

ing from

nt.

cha

respondent

on shall

to be paid by

the Act.

Rs.4,95,000/-

t has ceased

complainants

respondent is

from the

being part

'ble Supreme

decided on

by ho

/2020

(Dr. K.K.
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